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We present the Quiet Ionospheric D-Region (QIonDR) model [1] to analyze periodical variations of ionospheric parameters induced by 
changes in the incoming solar hydrogen Lyα line intensity. The model is based on data collected in the ionospheric D-region 
observations utilizing very low/low frequency (VLF/LF) signals. It provides: (1) a procedure for estimation of ionospheric parameters 
during quiet midday periods as a function of the daily sunspot number, related to the long-term variations during solar cycle, and the 
seasonal parameter, providing the seasonal variations, and (2) a procedure for determination of ionospheric parameters during the 
entire daytime using their midday values. QIonDR model is applied to VLF data acquired in Serbia that are related to the DHO and ICV 
signals emitted in Germany and Italy, respectively. We show time evolutions of the daytime Wait’s parameters over the middle and low 
latitudes, and analytical expressions for midday parameters valid over a part of Europe.

 The parameters in quiet conditions can significantly affect the 
modeling in both quiet and disturbed state 

 However, they are soon considered as  known quantities which 
are determined in previous statistical studies that, generally, do 
not represent the considered periods and areas.

 We developed a numerical tool to model the daytime ionospheric 
parameters over the middle and low latitudes, 

 We provided an analytical expression valid over a part of Europe 
for midday parameters.

 We developed a numerical tool to model the daytime ionospheric 
parameters over the middle and low latitudes, 

 We provided an analytical expression valid over a part of Europe 
for midday parameters.

MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation

  QIonDR modelQIonDR model  QIonDR modelQIonDR model

Remote sensing by very low / 
low frequency (VLF/LF) radio 
waves. 

ObservationsObservationsObservationsObservations

Presented procedure is based on 
numerical model for VLF/LF signal 
propagation Long-Wave 
Propagation Capability (LWPC) 
program [2].

  ModellingModelling  ModellingModelling

Input parameters in LWPC: 
signal properties, receiver 
position and Wait’s parameters 
[3] (“sharpness” β and signal 
reflection height H’) - 
ionospheric parameters which 
are used for calculation of the D-
region electron density                 
               
Output parameters in LWPC: 
amplitude and phase. 

Pair (β,H’) which provides the best agreement of 
recorded and modelled amplitude and phase changes

Model is applied on 
VLF signals emitted 
by DHO and ICV 
transmitters located 
in Germany and 
Italy, respectively 
and received in 
Belgrade, Serbia.

It is divided in two parts related to:
Midday period – provides equations 
for estimation  ionospheric parameters 
with respect to day of  year and 
sunspot number;
Daytime period – provides time 
evolutions of ionospheric parameters 
between sunrise and sunset.

  QionDR model description and applicationQionDR model description and application  QionDR model description and applicationQionDR model description and application

The proposed 
methodology is applied 
to areas monitored by 
two VLF/LF radio signals 
emitted and recorded by 
relatively closely located 
transmitters
and one receivers. 

[1] Nina et al., Remote Sens. 2021, 13, 483.
[2] Ferguson, J.A. Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center: San Diego, CA, USA, 1998.
[3] Wait, J.R.; Spies, K.P. NBS Technical Note: Boulder, CO, USA, 1964.
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D-region over EuropeD-region over Europe

σ- daily smoothed sunspot number
χ - day of year

Results - Daytime periodsResults - Daytime periodsResults - Daytime periodsResults - Daytime periods

We consider:
● One signal;
● The quiet daytime period far from the 

sunrise and sunset due to approximation of 
horizontally uniform ionosphere;

● Variations of the amplitude and phase from 
their values at the midday.
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SummarySummarySummarySummary
 QionDR model provides a numerical tool for modelling the 

daytime Wait’s parameters over the middle and low 
latitudes depending on location, sunspot number and day 
of year.

 Analytical expressions valid over a part of Europe for 
midday Wait’s parameters are developed in this study.

 QionDR model provides a numerical tool for modelling the 
daytime Wait’s parameters over the middle and low 
latitudes depending on location, sunspot number and day 
of year.

 Analytical expressions valid over a part of Europe for 
midday Wait’s parameters are developed in this study.

We consider:
● Two signals;
● Periods before 

and during 
influence of a 
solar X-ray flare;

● Variations of the 
amplitude and 
phase from their 
values before 
perturbation 
induced by a 
solar X-ray flare.  


